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Abstract
A compositional question refers to a question that involves
multiple visual objects, as well as their attributes and rela-
tionships, which requires compositional reasoning to answer.
Existing VQA models can well answer a compositional ques-
tion, but few works can give the reasoning process and ex-
plain why this answer is given. In this paper, we propose a
novel model (DEEX) to enhance visual question answering via
DEconstructing questions and EXplicating answers when an-
swering compositional questions. Specifically, DEEX aims to
accomplish three sub-tasks: (1) Compositional Question An-
swering (CQA), (2) Question Deconstructing (QD), and (3)
Answer Explicating (AE). We utilize prompt-based multi-task
learning to train the proposed DEEX to be able to answer ques-
tions and give explanations simultaneously. Experimental re-
sults on the GQA dataset demonstrate our method’s effective-
ness, which can enhance visual question answering by giving
corresponding reasoning processes and explanations.
Index Terms: Visual question answering, compositional rea-
soning, deconstructing question

1. Introduction
Compositional visual question answering (VQA) aims to give
an answer to a compositional question about an image. Com-
positional questions refers to questions that involves multiple
visual objects, as well as their attributes and relationships. To
answer compositional VQA well, VQA models are required to
comprehensively understand the multi-modal inputs and per-
form compositional relational reasoning.

An important line of research to tackle compositional vi-
sual question answering is modular methods. Modular meth-
ods [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] execute several modules for reasoning which
are assembled according to an input question. MAC [6] de-
composes questions into their linguistic substructures and uses
these structures to instantiate modular networks for reasoning
dynamically. MMN [5] translates the question into programs,
instantiates it into operation-specific modules, and executes
the modules for reasoning. On the other hand, holistic meth-
ods [7, 6, 8, 9] use a single model for different inputs to achieve
reasoning. ReaCon [10] integrates the sub-questions into the
reasoning process for a compositional question like a dialogue
task. MDETR [11], 12-in-1 [12], VLT5 [13] utilize vision-
language pretraining [14, 15] for enhancing the understanding
of multi-modality [16, 17]. In addition, although there are some
works [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] to explore self-explaining neural
networks on NLP tasks and image captioning, we focus on con-
straining and improving pre-trained vision-language models for
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Question: Is the chair to the left of a pillow?

Answer: no

Deconstructed Question: select: chair ->verify rel:
pillow,to the left of,object(-) [0]

Detail Answer: no, the chair is to the left of a book.

Question: Does the knife next to the fork look
black?

Answer: no

Deconstructed Question: select: fork ->relate:
knife,next to,select[0]->verify color: black [1]

Detail Answer: no, the knife is silver.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: A motivating example of enhancing visual question
answering via deconstructing questions and explicating an-
swers.

reasoning in compositional VQA.
As shown in Figure 1, we aim to deconstruct questions

and explicate answers when answering compositional ques-
tions. We believe this is able to enhance VQA models and give
explanations to some extent. As shown in Figure 1 (b), the rea-
soning process is “select forks”, “judge the relation” and “verify
color”. The detailed answer needs to describe the real color of
the knife, which can be regarded as an explanation.

Based on the assumption that the model can be enhanced
by predicting its logical flow of reasoning and detailed answers,
we propose a novel model (DEEX) to enhance visual question
answering via deconstructing questions and explicating answers
when answering compositional questions. Specifically, DEEX
aims to accomplish three sub-tasks: (1) Compositional Ques-
tion Answering (CQA), (2) Question Deconstructing (QD) and
(3) Answer Explicating (AE). We utilize prompt-based multi-
task learning to train the proposed DEEX with shared modules
to be able to answer questions and give explanations simultane-
ously. In addition, DEEX maintains the consistency of CQA
and AE to avoid error prediction. We conduct experiments
on the compositional VQA dataset, GQA [24], to verify our
method. The contributions of this paper are two-fold:

1. We propose prompt-based multi-task learning and main-
tain consistency constraints to enhance visual question answer-
ing via deconstructing questions and explicating answers.

2. We explore how language constraints (Structured ques-
tions and detailed answers) affect the performance of Vision-
Language pre-trained VQA models

3. Experimental results show that our approach improves
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Figure 2: The framework of DEEX. DEEX utilizes prompt-based multi-task learning and maintains consistency constraints to enhance
visual question answering. We feed these three questions with the image to the model separately, but add their losses for optimization.
We omit some modules and connections in Prompt-based Question Transformation and Module Sharing Reasoning for simplicity.

VQA models and gives reasoning processes and explanations
when answering compositional questions.

This paper gives several insights as follows: (1) We can
utilize structured questions to improve models’ performance,
which can be obtained by using NLP tools given textual ques-
tions. (2) Informative answers can be also used to improve
models’ performance. (3) Language constraints benefit Vision-
Language pre-trained VQA models.

2. Approach
2.1. Overview

The compositional VQA task is to answer a natural language
compositional question Q about an Image I . In this paper, in
addition to giving the brief answer A to the question Q, our
model also needs to give the deconstructed question QD and
the detailed answer AD .

As shown in Figure 2, DEEX consists of three main parts:
(1) Prompt-based Question Transformation transforms the orig-
inal question into three questions to accomplish the proposed
three sub-tasks. (2) Module Sharing Reasoning takes image fea-
tures and three question features as inputs, concatenates image
features with each question feature, and performs reasoning us-
ing the shared modules. (3) Answering and Explaining give the
answers to the three questions and maintain the consistency of
CQA and AE to avoid error prediction.

2.2. Feature Encoding

2.2.1. Image Features

Given an Image I , we represent it into region features with k re-
gions using Faster RCNN [25] trained on Visual Genome [26]
for object and attribute classification [27]. We obtain each re-
gion features vi by summing appearance features, spatial fea-
tures, and region id embeddings. Appearance features can be
extracted directly from Faster RCNN. We encode the bounding
box coordinates with a linear layer to obtain spatial features.
Moreover, we give each region an id (0 ∼ k), and encode it
with learned embeddings [28]. Thus, we obtain the image fea-
tures v = {v0, v1, . . . , vk}, where v0 denotes the global repre-
sentation of the whole image.

2.2.2. Question Features

Given a compositional question Q, we first transform the origi-
nal question Q into another two questions QQD and QAE with
prompts “What is the reasoning process of ” and “What is detail
answer of ”, respectively 1. Thus we obtain three questions: the
original question QCQA, the prompt-based transformed ques-
tion QQD , and QAE . We tokenize the input question and en-
code it as learned question features q = {q1, q2, . . . , q|q|} fol-
lowing T5 [13]. We also add learned positional embeddings to
the question features.

2.3. Module Sharing Reasoning

We here utilize shared modules to accomplish the three-sub
tasks because we have used prompts to distinguish different
questions. Given the question features q and the image features
v, we obtain the input embedding x = Wx[q;v] by concate-
nating the two features and projecting the concatenated feature
to a common space, where Wx is a learnable matrix. Note that
we use question features q to denote each of three questions
features qCQA, qQD , qAE for simplicity.

We use transformer encoder-decoder architecture to encode
visual and text inputs and generate target text. Our bidirectional
multimodal encoder is a stack of L transformer blocks, which
consist of a self-attention layer and a fully-connected layer with
residual connections with normalization layers as shown in Fig-
ure 2. The encoder takes the concatenated embeddings x and
outputs their contextualized joint representations H as follows:

Q = Hl−1WQ
l ,K = Hl−1WK

l ,V = Hl−1WV
l , (1)

Mij =

{
0, allow to attend,
−∞, prevent from attending,

(2)

Al = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

+M)V, (3)

where WQ
l ,WK

l ,WV
l ∈ Rdh×dk are learnable weights for

computing the queries, keys, and values respectively, and M ∈
R|x|×|x| is the self-attention mask that determines whether to-
kens from two sources can attend each other, and H0 = x =

1Note that since we use simple prompts, which is likely that engi-
neering in text prompts [29]. As this is not the focus of this paper, we
leave it as future works.
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[x1, ..., x|x|]. Then Al is passed into a feedforward layer to
compute Hl for the next layer:

Hl = FFN(Al) (4)

We omit the operation for layer normalization.
Our decoder is another stack of L transformer blocks sim-

ilar to the multimodal encoder, where each block has an ad-
ditional cross-attention layer to attend to the multimodal input
representation and then predicts the probability of target text to-
kens, as shown in Figure 2. We get three answers to the three
questions by performing three times inference, respectively.

2.4. Answering and Explaining

With prompting of different prompts, DEEX iteratively attends
to previously generated tokens and the encoder outputs, then
predicts the probability of future text tokens.

To avoid error prediction, we maintain the consistency of
answers for CQA and AE. Given the predicted answer features
ŷCQA and ŷAE of CQA and AE, which are the average of the
hidden states of the decoder’s last layer. The consistency con-
straint enforces the semantic similarity between ŷCQA and ŷAE

as:
Lcons = 1− ŷCQA · ŷAE

|ŷCQA||ŷAE |
(5)

DEEX generates corresponding answers by minimizing the
negative log-likelihood of label target YCQA, YQD , YAE tokens
given corresponding input text QCQA, QQD , QAE and the im-
age I , respectively:

LCQA = −
|YCQA|∑

j=1

logP (YCQAj
|YCQA<j , QCQA, I), (6)

LQD = −
|YQD|∑

j=1

logP (YQDj
|YQD<j , QQD, I), (7)

LAE = −
|YAE |∑

j=1

logP (YAEj |YAE<j , QAE , I). (8)

We use prompt-based multi-task learning to train DEEX and
minimize the total loss L as follows:

L = LCQA + LQD + LAE + λconsLcons, (9)

Considering that at the beginning of the training stage, the pre-
dictions of the model may not be accurate enough for consis-
tency constraint to be effective, we first set λcons in Eq. 9 as 0
and train the model for several epochs, and then train it with the
full objective.

3. Experiments
3.1. Dataset

We evaluate our model on the GQA dataset [24]. GQA is a
large-scale visual question answering dataset with real images
from the Visual Genome dataset [26]. We train our model using
the train split in GQA balanced version with 943,000 questions.
Following [10], we test our model on the validation split and
the test split of the GQA dataset, respectively. We report the
accuracy of question answering following previous works [1].
The GQA dataset provides corresponding images, questions,
answers, structured questions, and detailed answers. So we can
use these annotations for training our model via deconstructing
questions and explicating answers.

Table 1: Results of our method and the state-of-the-art on the
test split of the GQA dataset. Our approach improves the strong
baseline significantly. “V” denotes the image. “L” denotes the
question. “Program” denotes programs building by a set of
syntax rules.

Model Required Inputs ACC

Bottom-Up [27] V+L 49.74
MAC [6] V+L 54.06
NMN [1] V+L+Program 55.70
BAN [31] V+L 57.10
GRN [32] V+L 57.04
LCGN [7] V+L 57.07
RPR [8] V+L 59.43
ReaCon [10] V+L 59.58
LXMERT [33] V+L 60.33
12-in-1 [12] V+L 60.65
MMN [5] V+L+Program 60.83
MDETR [11] V+L 61.99

VLT5 [13] V+L 60.20

DEEX (Ours) V+L 63.05

Table 2: Results of our method and the state-of-the-art on the
validation split of the GQA dataset. “DA” means the data aug-
mentation.

Model Required Inputs ACC

Language-only [10] L 43.86
Visual-only [10] V 56.63
MAC [6] V+L 62.08
MAC+DA [6] V+L 61.04
LCGN [7] V+L 64.16
LCGN+DA [7] V+L 64.14
MMN [5] V+L+Program 65.05
MMN+DA [5] V+L+Program 65.65
ReaCon [10] V+L 66.26

DEEX (Ours) V+L 67.86

3.2. Implementation

We initialize our shared reasoning encoder and decoder with
pre-trained VLT5 [13], which consists of 12 transformer blocks,
each with 12 attention heads and hidden state dimensions of 768
for the encoder and decoder, respectively. We use Adam [30]
with an initial learning rate of 5e − 5 and a batch size of 48 to
train our model. A linear learning rate decay schedule with a
warmup of 0.1 is employed. We train our model for 15 epochs
on a cluster of 4 A100 GPUs with 40G memory. We first
train the model for 5 epochs without the consistency constraint.
The hyper-parameter λcons is set as 1.0. Note that modern ap-
proaches are discriminative models, where they tackle the VQA
task as multi-label classification over a predefined set of answer
candidates. We tackle the VQA task as a generative task for
prompt-based multi-task learning.

3.3. Baselines

We compare our method with the several state-of-the-art com-
positional VQA models: (1) Modular method, NMN [1],
MMN [5]. (2) Holistic methods: Bottom-Up [27], MAC [6],
BAN [31], GRN [32], LCGN [7], PRP [8], LXMERT [33], 12-
in-1 [12], MDETR [11]. All the methods mentioned above are
discriminative models. We also compare our method with the
generative model VLT5 [13].
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Question: Is the flower pot different
in color than the keyboard?

DEEX CQA: no

GT DQ: select: flower pot ->select:
keyboard ->different color:  [0, 1]

Pre DQ: select: flower pot ->select:
keyboard ->different color:  [0, 1]

GT  Answer: no

GT DA: no, both the flower pot and
the keyboard are white.

Pre DA: no, both the flower pot and
the keyboard are white.

VLT5 CQA: no Question: What is the vacuum made
of?

DEEX CQA: plastic

GT DQ: select: vacuum ->query:
material [0]

Predicted DQ: select: vacuum -
>query: material [0]

GT  Answer: plastic

GT DA: the vacuum is made of
plastic.

Predicted DA: the vacuum is made
of plastic.

VLT5 CQA: wood

Question: Are both the hair clip and
the cellphone made of the same
material?

DEEX CQA: no

GT DQ: select: hair clip ->select:
cell phone ->same material:  [0, 1]

Predicted DQ: select: hair clip -
>select: cellphone ->same material: 
[0, 1]

GT  Answer: yes

GT DA: yes, both the hair clip and
the cellphone are made of plastic.

Predicted DA: no, the hair clip is
made of plastic and the cellphone is
made of metal.

VLT5 CQA: no Question: Is the hat the same color
as the sign?

DEEX CQA: no

GT DQ: select: chair ->verify rel:
pillow,to the left of,object(-) [0]

Predicted DQ: chair ->verify rel:
pillow,to the left of,object(-) [0]

GT  Answer: yes

GT DA: yes, both the hat and the
sign are black.

Predicted DA: no, the sign is yellow
and the hat is black.

VLT5 CQA: yes

(a) (b)(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Examples of model prediction. The grey box denotes original questions, ground-truth answers, ground-truth deconstructed
questions and ground-truth detail answers. The yellow, green, purple, and blue boxes indicate the predicted ones, respectively. The red
texts indicate wrong predictions. “CQA” denotes compositional question answering. “DQ” denotes deconstructed questions. “DA”
denotes detailed answers.

Table 3: Results of different variants of our model. “Cons”
denotes consistency constraints.

# Model ACC

0 DEEX (Ours) 63.05

1 DEEX w/o Question Deconstructing 61.17
2 DEEX w/o Answer Explicating 62.22
3 DEEX w/o Cons 62.54
4 DEEX w/o All (VLT5) 60.21

3.4. Compositional Reasoning Performance

As shown in Table 1 and 2, we compare our model DEEX with
several SOTA models on the GQA test and validation split, re-
spectively. Our method surpasses all methods, including mod-
ular methods and holistic methods, by +1.06 and +1.60 on the
test split and the validation split, respectively. We also obverse
that the proposed method outperforms VLT5 by a significant
margin, which demonstrates the effectiveness of deconstructing
questions and explicating answers. Deconstructing questions
makes the model learn to reflect on how it is reasoning and ex-
plicitly express reasoning processes. Explicating answers en-
forces the model to learn detailed information instead of having
a superficial knowledge of images. For example, to answer the
question “Does the knife next to the fork look black?”, expli-
cating answers enforces the model to recognize the true color
of the knife instead of just judging whether it is black or not.
Moreover, we can judge whether the model really carries out
correct reasoning through question reconstruction and refined
answers to some extent.

3.5. Ablation Study

As shown in Table 3, we propose several variants of our model
to verify the effectiveness of each module. We observe that: (1)
Comparing line 0 with line 1, 2, 3, all the proposed methods to
improve the model performance. When one of them is removed,
the performance of the model decreases. (2) Question De-
constructing has the most important among the three methods,
which greatly improves the model’s performance. (3) Compar-
ing line 0 with line 4, the three methods can work together to
improve the model performance further. Note that results in
line 4 is the same as VLT5, our approach significantly improves
the performance of pretrained VLT5 by deconstructing ques-

Table 4: Performance on “DQ” and “DA” subtasks.

Task BLEU1 BLEU2 BLEU3 BLEU4 Rouge

DQ 87.60 85.32 83.15 80.61 82.92
DA 87.81 84.57 81.75 78.84 80.68

tions and explicating answer. As shown in Table 4, we utilize
BLEU [34] and Rouge [35] to test the performance of ques-
tion deconstructing and answer explicating. The high BLEU
and Rouge scores show that DEEX gives deconstructed ques-
tions and detail answers well, which demonstrates that DEEX
has good understanding of the question and the image, thus en-
hancing the performance of question answering.

3.6. Quantitative Analysis

As shown in Figure 3, we provide some examples of the model
prediction. Our DEEX answers the compositional questions
accurately and gives explanations simultaneously. The expla-
nations give the reasoning why the model answers questions
correctly or gives wrong answers. DEEX also corrects error
predictions due to training with proposed methods. As shown
in Figure 3 (b), DEEX corrects the wrong answer predicted by
VLT5 and gives the right answer. As shown in Figure 3 (c),
VLT5 and DEEX all predict wrong answers, but DEEX gives
the reason why it predicts a wrong answer. As shown in Fig-
ure 3 (d), when the answer to the question is ambiguous, DEEX
does not simply fit the real answer but gives its own opinion.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel model (DEEX) to enhance vi-
sual question answering via deconstructing questions and expli-
cating answers when answering questions. Specifically, DEEX
utilizes prompt-based multi-task learning to answer questions
and give explanations simultaneously. Experimental results
on the GQA dataset verify our assumption and demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method. In the future, we will ex-
plore how to introduce our method into datasets which do
not have such annotations. This work was supported by the
National Key Research and Development Program of China
(2018AAA0100400), the Strategic Priority Research Program
of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (No. XDA27030300) and
the National Natural Science Foundation of China (62206294).
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